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Abstract-Researchers have applied evolutionary algorithms to
RoboCup Soccer players/teams and evaluate the effectiveness
of the algorithm in evolving good players and teams, but
further investigations are required to know more about the
ability of the algorithms. We report our application of particle
swarm optimization (PSO) to the evolution of RoboCup Soccer
player formations: how well formations for various team
performances (e.g., offensive, defensive, balanced) can be
automatically obtained by means of PSO.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Computational intelligence methods have been applied and
evaluated to obtain capable autonomous agents. Researchers
have applied evolutionary algorithms including genetic
algorithm (GA) [1] to RoboCup Soccer [2] players/teams and
evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm in evolving good
players and teams [3-7], but further investigations are required
to know more about the ability of the algorithms. In this paper,
we report on our application of particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [8] to the evolution of RoboCup Soccer player
formations: how well formations for various team
performances (e.g., offensive, defensive, balanced) can be
automatically obtained by means of PSO.

II.

center (0, 0) of the field. A phenotype and a genotype in our
research are a team formation and a real vector, respectively.
Values in normal-formation.conf are included in a
team genotype vector. In total, a genotype in our research
consists of 300 real values (= two dimensional (x, y) values
10 players (the goalie is excluded from the position tuning)
15 variations of ball positions), i.e., the search space is 300
dimensional. The 15 ball positions are shown in Fig.2 (five
variations along with the horizontal x axis and three variations
along with the vertical y axis).
Ball 0 0
1 -50 0
2 -15.53 -5.42
3 -15.53 5.42
4 -11.56 -15.78
5 -11.56 15.78
6 -6.73 -1.87
7 2.83 -10.81
8 2.83 10.81
9 9.3 -23.78
10 9.3 23.78
11 9.41 -3.12
Figure 1. Format of player home position configuration in
normal-formation.conf.

PSO APPLIED TO SOCCER TEAM FORMATIONS

There are five leagues in RoboCup Soccer, and our
research is on the simulation league. A team consists of 11
software autonomous agents as players. As player codes, we
utilize AGENT2D ver.2.1.0 [9], HELIOS for RoboCup
JapanOpen2009 in Osaka [10] and HELIOS for RoboCup2010
in Singapore [11], all of which use the same format of player
formation configuration files. These sample player codes
utilize several configuration files for player formations (home
positions) associated with the game states and the ball positions.
Fig.1 shows the format of player position configuration in
normal-formation.conf. Home positions of 11 players
in the soccer field are specified with respect to each ball
position. In the example of Fig.1, the home position of the 5th
player is specified as (-11.56, 15.78) when the ball is at the

Figure 2. 15 ball positions (red points).

Fig.3 shows the flowchart of PSO in our research. First,
each position (a set of 300 real values) Xi of a particle Pi
is randomly initialized in the 300 dimensional search space,
where i =1, 2, ..., N (N is the number of particles). Thus, Xi =
{ xi,1, xi,2, …, xi,300 } and each xi,j is a real value. The velocity
vector Vi = { vi,1, vi,2, …, vi,300 } for each particle Pi is also
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randomly initialized, where each vi,j is also a real value. Then, a
team Ti with the formation designated by Xi plays M games
against benchmark teams Bj ( j = 1, 2, ..., M ). For example, the
AGENT2D code is used for Ti and the HELIOS codes are used
for Bj. Based on the goals scored in the benchmark games,
fitness of each particle Pi (each team Ti with the formation
designated by Xi) is evaluated. The personal best (pbest) of
each particle and the global best (gbest) of the particles are
updated based on the fitness scores, and then Xi and Vi of the
particle Pi are updated:

The set of gbests (i.e., { gX1, gX2 … }) are non-dominated
particles in { gX(1), gX(2), … }, where gX(t) is the set of nondominated particles at the t-th cycle. For each Xi, one of the
gbests in { gX1, gX2 … } is selected to update Vi: a) if two or
more gbests in { gX1, gX2 … } dominate Xi then one of such
gbests is randomly selected, b) if only one gbest in { gX1, gX2
… } dominates Xi then the gbest is selected, and c) if no gbest
in { gX1, gX2 … } dominates Xi then a gbest in { gX1, gX2 … }
is randomly selected.

Vi  w ∙ Vi + c1 ∙ r1 ∙ (pXi  Xi) + c2 ∙ r2 ∙ (gX  Xi),
Xi  Xi + Vi,
where w is the inertia weight (0.9 in this research), c1 and c2 are
constants (both 1.0 in this research), r1 and r2 are uniformly
random values within the interval [0,1], pXi is the pbest of Pi,
and gX is the gbest of the particles { P1, P2, …, PN }. The cycle
in Fig.3 is iterated K times where K is a predefined number of
cycles.
Population Initialization
Games
Evaluation
Update Pbests and Gbest
Update Particles
Figure 3. Flowchart of PSO applied to RoboCup Soccer in our research.

Teams (particles) are ranked as follows. A team which got
more goals and lost fewer goals in the benchmark games is
better. In our experiment, we tried single- and two-objective
PSOs. In the experiment by the single objective PSO, the
fitness score of a team Ti (let us denote the score as F(Ti)) is
calculated as:

III.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Single-objective Optimization
We show three examples of simulation results by the
single-objective PSO. Figs.4-6 show average scores of N teams
over K iterations, where N = 200, 50, 50 and K = 30, 100, 40
respectively. In the simulation trials shown in Figs.4 and 5, the
HELIOS 2009 code was used for { T1, T2, …, TN } and the
AGENT2D code was used for the benchmark team B1 (i.e.,
M=1). In the simulation trial shown in Fig.6, the HELIOS 2010
code was used for { T1, T2, …, TN } and the benchmark team
was the same as for Figs.4 and 5. The values in normalformation.conf were default ones for the AGENT2D
benchmark team. A single game took about 2 mins, and thus
the 6000 games (= 200 teams
30 iterations) for the
simulation in Fig.4 took about 12,000 mins (8.3 days) by using
a PC with a 3.2GHz CPU (an AMD Phenom II X2 555
processor) and 2GB RAM.
In Figs.4-6, the { T1, T2, …, TN } teams have become to get
more goals (the offensive ability has been improved) over
iterations. In Fig.5, the { T1, T2, …, T50 } teams have become to
lose fewer goals (the defensive ability has been slightly
improved) over iterations, but in Figs.4 and 6, the { T1, T2, …,
TN } teams do not have (the defensive ability does not have
been improved). Similar results were obtained among
parameter setting variations. Thus, for the three player codes
used in our research, tuning the player formations is likely to
contribute to improve the offensive ability better than the
defensive ability.

F(Ti) = 0.5( G’(Ti) + L’(Ti) ),
i* = arg max G(Ti),
L’(Ti) = 1  ( L(Ti) / L(Ti**) ),
i** = arg max L(Ti),
where G(Ti) ( or L(Ti) ) is the mean goal score the team Ti got
(or lost) in the benchmark games with the benchmark teams
{ B1, B2, …, BM }. If G(Ti*) = 0 then G’(Ti) is set to 0 for all i’s.
Similarly, if L(Ti**) = 0 then L’(Ti) is set to 1 for all i’s.
In the experiment by the two-objective PSO, each team is
ranked by the Pareto ranking method [12]. The two objectives
are to get more/lose fewer goals. The scores of G(Ti) and L(Ti)
are used as the fitness scores for the two goals respectively.

Average Score

G’(Ti) = G(Ti) / G(Ti*),

Iteration

Figure 4. Average scores of 200 teams over 30 iterations.
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Average Score

…, T50 } were expected to be likely to get more goals against
B1 but lose more goals against B2. In Fig.8, the 50 teams { T1,
T2, …, T50 } have become to get more goals (the offensive
ability has been improved) and lose fewer goals (the defensive
ability has been slightly improved) over iterations. It was
consistent among the results by the single/two-objective PSOs
that the offensive ability could be improved more than the
defensive ability could.

Iteration

Average Score

Figure 5. Average scores of 50 teams over 100 iterations.

Figure 7. Player home positions of a team that got more goals and lost
fewer goals.

Figure 6. Average scores of 50 teams over 40 iterations.

Fig.7 shows an example of evolved player home positions
of a team that got more goals and lost fewer goals in the
simulation for Fig.4. In Fig.7, the red ‘+’ points show player
home positions with respect to the offensive ball positions (i.e.,
the ball is in the opponent team area), and the green ‘ ’ points
show player home positions with respect to the defensive ball
positions (i.e., the ball is in the team’s own area). We expected
that the home positions would likely be in the opponent team
area for the offensive ball positions (to get goals) and the home
positions would likely be in the team’s own area for the
defensive ball positions (to avoid losing goals). The player
home positions in Fig.7 are not consistent with the expectation.
The result in Fig.7 implies that midfield-based positioning is
effective for both successful offense and defense.
B. Two-objective Optimization
We show an example of simulation result by the twoobjective PSO. Fig.8 shows average scores of 50 teams over 83
iterations. In this simulation trial, the HELIOS 2009 code was
used for { T1, T2, …, T50 } and two player codes were used for
the benchmark teams B1 and B2 (i,e., M=2): B1 was the
AGENT2D
code
with
a
randomized
normalformation.conf, and B2 was the HELIOS 2010 code with
its default normal-formation.conf. The teams { T1, T2,

Average Score

Iteration

Iteration

Figure 8. Average scores of 50 teams over 83 iterations.

Fig.9 shows performances of the 50 teams { T1, T2, …,
T50 } in the first and the last (83th) generations. The red
‘+’/green ‘ ’ points illustrate the teams in the first/last
generation. In Fig.9, the points of 50 teams move from the left
area (in the first generation) to the right area (in the last
generation), and thus the number of last teams that dominate
first teams are more than the number of first teams that
dominate last teams.
Fig.10 shows an example of evolved player home positions
of a team that got more goals and lost fewer goals in the
simulation for Figs.8 and 9. The red ‘+’/green ‘ ’ points
illustrate the same information as in Fig.7. Again, the player
home positions in Fig.10 are not consistent with our
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expectation described in the last section (III.A). The result in
Fig.10 implies that well-balanced positioning is also effective
for both successful offense and defense.

Figure 9. Performances of the 50 teams in the first/last generations.

Figure 10. Player home positions of a team that got more goals and lost
fewer goals.

IV.

CONCLUSION

We applied single-/two- objective PSO to the evolution of
RoboCup Soccer team formations for the simulation league. In
this research, tuning the player home positions by means of
PSO contributed to improve team offensive ability more than
defensive ability. The evolved formations were not biased for
offensive or defensive ball positions but were likely midfieldbased or balanced in the game field.
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In our future work, we should 1) further investigate
whether these findings hold true for other player codes and
other evolutionary methods, and 2) apply evolutionary methods
not only to the player formations but to player roles and action
rules.
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